
ZG4 ZG6ZG5

41088 ZG4, 41098 ZG5, 41090 ZG6
NEW SKUS ADDED  
NOW AVAILABLE WITH AIR MASSAGE

Key Sales Points
• Palliser technology replaces the 

traditional massage chair by using 
air-filled bladders that can be 
customized to individual needs.

• Air massage system boasts four 
air bladder zones, including one 
for the all-important lumbar area. 

• Unlike other systems, the new air 
massage system’s lumbar support 
can be inflated to just the right 
level of support. 

• Massage modes including pulse, 
wave, and alternating zones, are 
enhanced by heat that can be 
fully controlled by a hand-held 
remote. 

Technical Information
• Handheld remote to control 

heat, massage and all reclining 
functions. 

42 Zero Gravity  
Power Recliner

HP Zero Gravity  
Power Recliner  

w/ Heat Pad

AM Zero Gravity  
Power Recliner  

w/ Heat Pad  
w/ Air Massage

ZERO GRAVITY CHAIR

This chair replaces the traditional
massage chair by using air-filled
bladders that can be customized
to individuals need.

ZENLIA HOME STORE

KEY POINTS

NOW AVAILABLE WITH AIR MASSAGE & HEAT



The products in this category o!er wellness benefits.

WELLNESS

ZERO GRAVITY

A5693-11-22 Printed in Canada Zero Gravity recliners o!er a uniquely supportive 
recline position, designed to suspend your body 
in a neutral posture where your feet are elevated 
above your heart. Smooth, seamless power motion is 
operated by the touch of a button, allowing infinitely 
adjustable seat and back positions for a remarkably 
comfortable, customizable experience.

WHY CHOOSE  
ZERO GRAVITY?

Find information on all Palliser  
Zero Gravity recliners at palliser.com

Recline &  
Headrest

Zero  
Gravity

Massage Heat



UPRIGHT POSITION  
Incredibly comfortable, supportive and relaxing, 
this position contributes to an ideal posture by 
providing the perfect combination of support 
and cushioning. 

TV VIEWING OR READING POSITION  
Feet are elevated, and the head is comfortably 
cradled to ensure maximum comfort and proper 
body alignment.

ZERO GRAVITY POSITION  
Body weight is evenly distributed, for a deeply relaxing 
recline that mimics the feeling of floating.

HIGH THERAPY POSITION  
This position elevates feet and calves above the 
heart, neutralizing the a!ects of gravity. 

ZG4

* Available on select styles

Our Zero Gravity recliners o!er infinitely adjustable settings between four basic 
positions. Easy-to-operate controls independently adjust the seat back and leg 
rest, allowing you to customize your ideal seating profile.

CUSTOMIZABLE COMFORT

ADJUSTABLE HEADREST PILLOW 
The headrest support pillow allows you to tilt your 
head back, cradled at just the right angle.

ADJUSTABLE LUMBAR PILLOW 
The lumbar support pillow fits between the small 
of your back and the chair, and can be adjusted to 
suit your comfort level.

ARTICULATING HEADREST 
Simply adjust the headrest angle along with the 
recline angle of the seat back for perfectly supported 
head, neck and shoulders.

HEATED BACK* 
Experience therapeutic relaxation with an optional 
heating function.

Fully personalize your comfort and maximize ergonomic benefits.

FEATURES

AIR MASSAGE* 
Palliser technology uses air-filled bladders that 
can be customized to individual needs, featuring 
massage modes including pulse, wave, and 
alternating zones.

This
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Below is the wand operation map detailing the wand's features and outputs.

Brings the chair back  
to its home position.

Customize your massage 
by controlling which zones 
are activated.
 
LEDs will signify which 
zones are currently on. 
If no zones are selected, 
then the massage will 
turn off.

Turns all massage zones
and modes on and off
when pressed.

DEFLATE

CLOSE

UPRIGHT 
/ HOME

INFLATE

RECLINE

OPEN

Choose a massage mode
by pushing the button. 
The LED signify which 
mode is activated. See the 
next page for more details.

WAND OPERATION (IF EQUIPPED)

HEAT ON/OFF

HOME

POWER

FOOTREST,  
RECLINE, AND LUMBAR 
CONTROLS (SEE BELOW)

FOOTREST,  
RECLINE, AND LUMBAR 
CONTROLS

MASSAGE MODES

AIR MASSAGE 
ZONES
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The Air Massage has four controllable zones and three massage modes. Each zone 
can be turned on or off, and will disable that zone for each massage mode. If all zones 
are turned off, the Air Massage will turn off.

NOTE: Using the Lumbar function will stop all other massage features. If the massage  
feature is running and either Lumbar button is pressed, the massage will stop.  
Massage can be re-enabled when Lumbar buttons are not pressed.

The Air Massage is started by pressing the PWR button. The four 
numerical buttons, the MODE button and the PWR button will be lit for 
the start of the Air Massage. Pressing a numerical button will un-light 
the numerical button pressed and turn off the corresponding zone.

While the Air Massage is active, it can be turned off at any time by 
pressing the PWR button.

The Air Massage mode can be changed by pressing the MODE button. 
There are three massage modes: Alternate, Pulse, and Wave. The Air 
Massage will always start in the Alternate mode.

Each massage mode is indicated by the MODE button color. Alternate 
is Red, Pulse is Green, and Wave is Blue.

Pressing the numerical buttons or MODE while Air Massage is not active 
will not cause the system to respond. Air Massage must be active for the 
numerical buttons and MODE button to control the system.

The Air Massage has a built in 30-minute timer. After 30 minutes the 
Air Massage will turn off and the Hand Control buttons will be  
un-lighted. Pressing a numerical button or the MODE button will reset 
the 30-minute timer.

WAND OPERATION FUNCTIONS


